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4,3.1 Cardinal numbers from 1 to 10

The most usual system of numeral lexemes from 1 to 10 is given

under (I); then follows the same series without the ubiquitous -si

suffix under (II). No. (Ill) is an alternative way of counting as

used in several village dialects. (IV) and (V) are variants of (I)

and (III), respectively.

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (= dialect of
Ramgaon Pyt.

)

1 thik, lotthik, thik

loccha, locha
2 nechi, necchi net

3 sumsi sum

4 li'si li"

5 ga'si, na'si 13a*, na*

6 tuksi tuk
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It also happens that the original root for 100, i.e., kip, is

replaced by the number that originally is 1,000 (hsnchirj). In Olane

Pyt. of Panchthar 100 was rendered by one informant as thik-henchiQ.

4.3.3 Ordinal numbers

There is no separate set of ordinal numbers starting with 'first,

second, third,...'. 'The first' is expressed as 'the one in front,

that one which is in front'; the basic lexeme used in this construction

is togaq Where -ai3 is a directional marker. 'The second' is rendered

as 'the middle one' = (ku-)iuinmo'?ba {lit. the one / that which is

in (his/her/its) middle). The ordinal numbers are conceptually replac-

ed by lexemes which are based on spatial orientation and can be group-

ed to antonymous pairs such as upper vs. lower, front vs. back, >^ight

vs. left. Examples:

togai^ba lug Lit, The stone in front (= conceptually equiv-

alent to 'the first stone')

kudzoqdhaqba luq Lit. The upper stone (= the first stone)

kuiummo'^ba lug Lit. The middle/central stone (= the second

stone)

kusi-gagba luq Lit. The lower stone {= the third stone)

4.3.4 Distributive numerals

1 each loccha-loccha, thik-thik, loloccha, thithik

2 each necchi-necchi, nenecchi, netnscchi

3 each sumsi-sumsi, sumsumsi

4 each li'si-li'si, lilisi

5 each qa'si-qa'si, gaqasi

All other distributive numerals exist only in their fully reduplicated

forms (tuksi-tuksi, etc.).

4.3.5 I4ultiplicative numerals

They are based on constructs entailing the suffix -leg 'times':

thit-isq Once

necchileq Twice

sum-ieq Thrice

liieq Four times, etc.
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